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APPENDIX A

Anthony Brown       LCTCS
Pat Gibbs           UNO Foundation
Fraise Granger      LTC
Nick Bruno          ULS
Doug Lee            ULS
Tolor E. White      Southern System
Tom Armstrong       LSU-A
Steve Landry        UL Lafayette
Mark Legendre       LSU Ag Ctr.
Thomas Hanson       Northwestern
Misty O’Connell     BRCC
Teresa Summers      LSU System
Stuart Mills        LSU-S
Robert M. Dixon     GSU
Mary Ann Coleman    LAICU
Ken Rea             La. Tech University
Marty Fortner       SUNO
Carroll Falcon      Nicholls
Jeanne Daboval      McNeese
Richard Rhoden      McNeese
John Crain          Southeastern
Harry Bruder        UL Lafayette
Bill Silvia         LSU System
Pam Dees            LTC
Jan Jackson         LCTCS
Jerry Pinsel        LCTCS